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Introduction

The Starcraft board game is very complex and long to play which makes it very hard to find 
players willing to share the experience. The goal of Starcraft Invasion is to allows people to 
play the game alone and get a similar experience than if they were playing the real game.

The basic idea of Starcraft Invasions is that the player tries to keep control of a galaxy made 
of 3 planets. While the player is making actions, the 2 opposing factions will try to invade the 
planets and take controls of the territories. If they stay too long on the planets they will 
eventually build more units and destroy resources which could have been valuable to the 
player. The goal of the game is to accumulate 15 conquest points and survive until the end 
draws near.

Before starting, note that these rules are experimental and might not perfectly work. 
Considering that you will be playing alone, if there is a conflict or ambiguity, simply 
improvise and no body would bother. There are many place in the rules that I will ask to 
select something randomly. You could use any random method you want like a die or card to 
select your values.

Components

Material required: Players will need to print additional material:

- Invasion Cards: This is a set of cards for determining the actions of the invaders.
- Combat Table cards: These cards are used to resolve battles, there is 1 table for each unit.

Material removed from game: This is the components that are not used at all.

- Leadership Cards: These cards are not used because some cards creates too many conflicts.

Material Required for the AI player: This is the list of components you will need for the AI 
players.

- Unit Miniatures: You need all of them.
- Base token: 3 base tokens are required
- Building Tiles: All buildings tiles are required.



Setup

The game setup is completely different considering that there is only 1 player. It is possible 
for 2 players to play the solitaire game at the same time each on their side of the galaxy. The 
2 player game rules will be explained later in the rules.

Galaxy Setup: The galaxy is made of 3 planets made with a total of 12 territories. There 
should be a total of 4 conquest in the galaxy. All 3 planets are connected to each other in a 
line. Each planet should also have 2 free connections to place invasion points.

The invasion points are actually Z-Axis navigational points. The numbers are used to identify 
the invasion point rather than being paired together. You must place 2 invasion points for 
each planet, if you do not have enough connection , you can place 2 invasion points on the 
same connection. This connection will have higher odds to be invaded.

AI Starting Forces:  The invaders are the factions that the player will not play. So if a player 
plays Terran, his opponents will be Zerg and Protoss. First roll a die, this is the first invasion 
point that will be used by the enemy. Place the starting forces of one of your opposing faction 
there. Repeat the process for the second faction. The starting forces of invaders are:

Protoss: 2 Zealot
Terran: 3 Marines
Zerg: 4 Zergling.

The forces are placed in a line behind the invasion point. The order of the unit will be 
important because it's the order they will use to enter the galaxy.

Player placement: The player will place his starting unit and a base on one of the planet. All 
planets are considered to be connected by transports, so not transport needs to be placed. You 
can use any starting force setup found on leader ship or on the back of the sheet.

Event Cards: The event deck for a 1 player game will be made of 20 cards. 6 stage I and II 
and 8 stage III cards. There must 3 in the stage III deck the following cards:

2 x The ends draws near
1 x Stalling tactics
1 x Accelerated progress

The rest of the cards are selected randomly. Since there is more event cards that you need, 
you can remove cards which are in doubles to make sure you will never draw twice the same 
card. Look at the event deck reference at the end of the rules to know which cards are 
removed from the game.

Artificial Intelligence Setup: Shuffle the 20 AI cards and set them aside. Place all the AI 
buildings face down in level order since they are not built yet. Sort the combat table cards by 
faction and set them aside.

Player setup: The player setup his components (tokens and cards) like in the original rules.   



Player's Turn

Draw an event card: At the beginning of the turn, you draw 1 event cards and place it face 
down in your play area.

Planning: Like in the original rules, you place 4 orders on the planets of the board. The 
orders does not have to be placed face down since you are the only player.

Order resolution: This process is done 1 order at a time. The player will execute an order 
like explained in the original rules, and then the AI will do it action. Draw the top card from 
the AI deck and resolve it. Each card has a faction name and an action. If you draw your own 
faction, nothing happens, else the matching faction will do one of the following actions: 
Attack, Build and Research.

The rules below will describe what the troops on the invasion point will do when that action 
is drawn. But they will also tell what the troops on the board will do. When a faction 
successfully land on the board, the next action drawn with their name will always force them 
to build a base on one of their territory. Then the second action will be executed as described 
below.

There is 20 action cards in the deck. After the 5th turn, they should all be depleted. Simply 
reshuffle the cards. If you draw an attack card and there is no invasion point that contains 
troops of that faction, place the attack card at the bottom of the deck and draw another card.

Attack Action

Invaders: Troops located in on an invasion point will select randomly a territory and attack it. 
They cannot attack a territory controlled by another AI player. If the territory is empty, the 
number of troops sent is up to the the unit limit of the territory. The troops are taken in order 
from the troops waiting in line behind the invasion point. If the territory is occupied, the 
invaders will send up to the maximum they can send which is unit limit +2. Combat 
resolution will be explained later.

Local Forces: If there are troops on the planet, they will attack a random adjacent territory 
which is occupied by the player. If there are no occupied territories, the AI will send a unit 
into a random territory. Otherwise, the AI will send units up to the unit limit of the target 
territory or all his units except 1 which will stay to protect a base. The highest cost unit will 
protect the base and units located where there is no base will attack the player before the units 
located in a base territory.

Build Action

Invaders: Place new units on the invasion point currently occupied by the matching faction. If 
the faction has no troops waiting behind an invasion point, select a new invasion location 
randomly. The number of troops placed in line is different for each faction. The basic idea is 
that the AI will a place unit for each building. For example: Terran could place 1 marine, 1 
vulture, and 1 wraith. Each of these units comes from a different building. It’s only the 
highest technological unit that gets built. So once for example once Ghost are available, 
Firebat and Marines will never be built again.  See the unit production rules later to learn all 
the details.



Local Forces: The units produced on the planets are the same than for the invasion points, the 
only difference is the placement. The units are placed in building order on the planet with the 
base in priority until the unit limit is reached. Then the additional units are placed on an 
adjacent empty territory selected randomly until unit limit is reached again or until all units 
are placed.

Research Action

Invaders: AI factions will have access to all the technologies available. The only restriction 
they have is that they do not have access to all the units. The research action will unlock 
randomly 1 new type of unit. Select one of the AI building randomly and flip it face up to 
upgrade it. The AI will now produce the new unlocked unit in the building from now on.

Local Forces: The troops on the planet will force deplete the resources of a territory. For each 
planet with enemy occupation, select a random territory that is occupied by the AI and add or 
flip a depletion token. If 2 factions occupy the same planet, they will each deplete a territory. 
In other words, each enemy base can deplete a territory. Victory point areas can also be 
depleted, they will simply not produce victory points anymore.
 
Regrouping Phase

Almost all the steps of the regrouping phase are executed like in the original rules. Of course, 
AI player will not have to remove workers, gain conquest points, play event cards, etc. This is 
reserved for the player. The excluded step are “Choose leadership cards”, “Check for special 
victory” and “Pass the first player token”.

Check for normal victory: In order to win the game, the player must accumulate 15 victory 
points and deplete the event cards until 2 “the end draws near” event cards are played.

AI Unit Production

Each race will place a different amount of units into play when they perform a build action. 
Most of them will place 1 unit for each category of building that I will label A, B and C.

Terran: 3 units, 1 for each building type A, B, C.
Zerg: 4 units, 1 for each building type A, B, C + 1 Zergling.
Protoss: 2 units, 1 for 2/3 building types selected randomly, so either AB, AC or BC.

If a building is not built, the default unit is a marine. For example, if you do not have a space 
port you build a marine, then when the first space port level gets built, you now produce a 
wraith.

If for example all the Siege Tanks are already in play, the unit produced will be the next unit 
on the building which in this case is the Goliath.

If you use the brood war expansion, some building levels has 2 units, for example, level 2 
barracks produce Firebat or Medic. In that case, there will be a letter on the AI card: A or B 
that will say which unit gets chosen. If it’s A, you place the left unit, which is a firebat, else 
you place the Medic. If one unit type is exhausted (ex: all fire bats are on the board) use the 
other unit instead (Medic).



Special Units

Protoss and Zerg has some special units that are produced differently than Terran. This is the 
case of Archons, Guardians, etc. These units will require special production rules.

Zerg morphing units (Guardian, Devourers, Lurkers): In order to morph a Mutalisk or 
Hydralisk, the AI needs to execute a build order and already have units waiting in line for an 
invasion. When units gets added to a line, if there is some units waiting in line that could be 
morphed, they will morph. You can only morph 1 unit per build action, it’s the unit which is 
the farthest in the line that will morph. If a morph occurs, there will not be a 4th Zergling unit 
placed into play. As an optional rules, you can make all units morph, but you must reduce by 
1 the units produced for each morph that occurred.

Infested Terrans: When a queen capture a Terran base, it automatically becomes an infested 
command center. The AI will still try to build a base on the planet if it controls adjacent 
territories. When the faction execute a built action, all territories with an infested command 
center produce 1 infested terrain and it does not count in the unit limit. No bases are required 
to build infested Terran like in the original rules.

Archons: If 2 high Templars are currently waiting in line, the first Templar in the line 
becomes an Archon and the 2nd Templar is removed from the line. It does not reduce the unit 
limit of the faction.

Dark Archon: If there is a Dark Templar waiting in line and a build action get executed, the 
Templar will transform it self in a dark archon. The unit limit will not be reduced.

Combat resolution

The combat resolution system is very similar to the original rules except the AI players does 
not play any card. Each type of unit in the game will have a combat table, the player will roll 
a die and check the table to know what would have been the cards played by the AI. So the 
table hold the various stats that a unit would have received with a combat card. Here is the 
combat steps that has been modified:

Start of battle abilities: If a unit has a special ability applied at the before the battle, it will 
be written on the unit card (Not available on the old cards).

Establishing skirmishes : The player will always arrange the skirmish even when defendin. 
The units are placed like in the original rules, the player must make the most skirmish 
possible and assist units must be placed behind the front line units.

Placing combat cards: The player place all their combat cards and reinforcement cards face 
up. He can use the information on the combat table to plan ahead the odds to win.

Resolving Skirmishes:  Roll 1 die for each front line unit to know the stats of the unit. If 
there are assisting unit that has supporting abilities (ex: assist units like a Queen, or a 
Dragoon with “Singularity charges”) you roll a die for each each of these units. You use the 
support table instead of the front line table (use the same table with the old cards).



Note: The combat cards are not currently available, but the old card works in  a similar way.  
If some abilities have been modified on the old card, use the original technologies instead.

Removing Casualties: Compare the attack and health value of front line units and remove 
casualties from the board. Apply splash damage and other abilities like in the original rules.

Resolve retreats: If the invader lose the battle, his unit will retreat to an adjacent empty 
territory selected randomly, if there is no empty territories, the units retreat back in the 
invasion line in what ever order the player want.

2 Player Rules

In a 2 player game, the 2 player plays a solitaire game at the same time. The players can both 
use different factions if they want. The event card deck and AI cards are common to both 
players. So both players make their action, than the AI action card is drawn, the player do 
their 2nd action simultaneously then the AI card is drawn, etc. The game ends when both 
players wins or lose the game.

The size of the event deck will be doubled. You will place the following cards in the stage III 
deck:

3 x The ends draws near
2 x Stalling tactics
2 x Accelerated progress

The rest of the cards are selected randomly. It is possible to play a 2 player competitively. In 
that case, you add the event cards that can target the opposing player in the deck. The game 
ends when one of the player reaches the victory condition, in that case, the player with the 
most conquest points wins.

Reference

Excluded Event cards: This is the list of event cards to remove from the game:

Navigation Error (I)
Emergency Rerouting (I)
Advanced Reconnaissance (I)
Subtle Planning (I - BW)
Invasion Preparation (II)
Stellar Maelstrom (II)
Inspiring Leadership (III - BW)

These cards are also removed but they can be added in a competitive 2 player mode:

Rafinery Bombardment (I)
Saboteur (II)
Rafinery Sabotage (II)
Informant (III)
Material Shortage (III)



Restricted Modules: This is the list of modules that the rules has been modified to avoid 
conflicts and abuses.

Anti-Air Defense: This module does not prevent an invader from landing directly on a base. 
You only get the detector and +1 vs air bonus.
Offense Module: This module gives either a +1 to all skirmishes when attacking. Not 
cumulative with golden order.

Prefered Planets: This is a list of planets that I suggest to use because they are part of the 
base game and they have the most connections. 

4 territories: Helios, Thorus, Dylar IV, 
3 territories: Pridewaters, Antica Prime, Tarsonis
2 territories: Victor V, Abaddon


